We present results from a suite of 169 hydrocode simulations of collisions between planetary bodies with radii from 100 to 10 0 0 km. The simulation data are used to derive a simple scaling law for the threshold for catastrophic disruption, defined as a collision that leads to half the total colliding mass escaping the system post impact. For a target radius 100 ≤ R T ≤ 10 0 0km and a mass M T and a projectile radius r p ≤ R T and mass m p we find that a head-on impact with velocity magnitude v is catastrophic if the kinetic energy of the system in the center of mass frame,
Introduction
Collisions between planetary bodies have played a crucial role in the Solar System's formation and subsequent evolution. The dynamical outcome of planetary scale collisions has, for this reason, been the subject of much research including theoretical, experimental, and numerical studies. Guided by scaling theory (see the review by Holsapple, 1993 ) many previous studies have reported results from laboratory and computer experiments carried out on portions of the parameter space (an incomplete list includes ( Benz and Asphaug, 1999; Durda et al., 2004; Jutzi et al., 2010; Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012; Marcus et al., 2010; Stewart and Leinhardt, 2009 ) as well as reviews by Holsapple et al. (2002) and Asphaug et al. (2002) ). But the huge range in sizes and energies of interest makes a general description of collision outcomes difficult.
A complete characterization of the outcome of a collision is a complex task even with perfect knowledge of the governing * Corresponding author. Tel.: +18312398965.
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physics. The size and velocity distribution of fragments, the amount of melt or vaporization, the pressure history of different parts of the colliding bodies are all of interest in different applications. A more restricted problem that is of prime importance in models of planetesimal growth is the distinction between broad classes of possible collision outcomes: merging, accretion, erosion, or disruption; the definition of these categories being based on the masses of the colliding bodies before and after collision. An even more modest question that is nevertheless of great interest, both in its own right and as a basis for more complete characterization of outcomes, is that of the criteria for catastrophic disruption (a precise definition of which is given below). Finding these for collisions involving bodies between 100 and 10 0 0 km in radius is the focus of the present study.
We focus on the 100-1000 km size range for two reasons. First, many satellites of the outer planets have sizes in this range, and their origin and evolution were possibly heavily influenced by big impacts during the Late Heavy Bombardment (e.g. Movshovitz et al., 2015; Nimmo and Korycansky, 2012; Asphaug and Reufer, 2013; Charnoz et al., 2009; Sekine and Genda, 2012 this size range seems to have been neglected by previous studies, which have simulated targets either smaller (e.g Benz and Asphaug, 1999; Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012 ) or much larger (e.g. Marcus et al., 2009; than the icy satellites. Therefore, applying previously obtained scaling laws ( Benz and Asphaug, 1999; Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012 ) to mid-sized satellites requires extrapolating beyond the size and velocity range of the simulations used to derive them. The results of such extrapolation, we show below, can diverge from simulation data.
In the following we present in Section 2 results from a new suite of hydrocode simulations of collisions involving bodies in the 100-1000 km size range and with impact velocities between 1 and 50 km/s. In Section 3 we suggest a new scaling law that predicts the conditions for catastrophic disruption in this size range. We compare our results to previously obtained simulation data and scaling laws in Section 4 and summarize our conclusions in Section 5 .
New simulation results
In this section we present results from a suite of hydrocode simulations aimed at finding the conditions for critically catastrophic collisions (defined below) between planetary bodies in the 100 to 10 0 0 km size range. We give our results first in table form followed by our reduction and interpretation of the data in Section 3 .
Definitions
In the size and velocity range of interest collisions are gravity dominated. By this we mean that shock-induced pressure at the impact site, and overburden pressure throughout most of the interior of both the colliding bodies are much greater than the elastic strength of the material the bodies are made of. This simplifying assumption allows us to treat the colliding bodies as fluid spheres in hydrostatic equilibrium (prior to impact of course) fully described by their mass, radius, and an equation of state. The compositional difference between different planetary bodies (e.g. mostly icy versus mostly rocky) affects the outcome mostly through the different bulk densities and the resulting gravitational fields. We also assume the colliding bodies are undifferentiated and nonrotating, and non-porous. Most simulations were performed with both colliding bodies of the same composition. We discuss the possible implications of these assumptions further in Section 5.2 .
Note that the above simplifications, while surely unrealistic for many planetary bodies, are perhaps least problematic for bodies that are some hundreds of kilometers in size. In this respect the 100-1000 km size range is arguably the simplest to investigate numerically. A planetoid much smaller than 100 km in radius is likely to be heterogeneous and may be dominated by elastic stresses, while a satellite or small planet much larger than 10 0 0 km in radius is likely to be differentiated.
With the above assumptions in mind consider a collision between a body of mass M T and radius R T and a second body of mass m p and radius r p ≤ R T . We refer to the larger body as the target and to the smaller as the projectile . The relative velocity between the centers of the spheres at the moment of impact has magnitude v . The angle between the relative velocity vector and the line joining the target and projectile centers at the moment of impact is θ . These six initial conditions plus a choice of equation of state (already implied by the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium) then fully define the collision.
We wish to find initial conditions that lead to critically catastrophic collisions, defined as collisions where the largest remaining post-collision gravitationally bound mass, denoted M LB , is exactly half the initial mass. Here we run into the first of several ambiguities found in the literature, as "initial mass" may refer to either the target mass or the combined target and projectile mass. When m p M T it is of no consequence but when m p ≈ M T either choice can be defended. While considering only the target mass introduces an artificial asymmetry and degeneracy to the definitions, taking initial mass to mean combined system mass leads to the strange result that glancing or "hit-and-run" collision (where both bodies separate mostly intact) are considered catastrophic, as m p Following Asphaug (2010) and Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) we define a critically catastrophic collision as one that leaves M LB equal to half the combined mass:
but restrict our discussion to non-grazing collisions, with sin θ
The criterion in (2) is a purely geometrical constraint which corresponds to the impact angle at which the center of mass of the projectile is tangent to the target. Higher impact angles are more likely to result in the hit-and-run outcome. But it is a convenient reference rather than a strict definition. For example, an impact with R T = 2 r p and θ = 45 • qualifies (barely) as grazing by Eq.
(2) but is well behaved, showing a smooth decrease in M LB with impact speed. In principle, identifying a collision as hit-and-run requires that we look at the outcome rather than at the initial conditions, and this outcome depends on impact speed as well as geometry (e.g. Genda et al., 2012 ) . In practice Eq. (2) is a useful way to avoid confusing a hit-and-run collision with catastrophic disruption.
The parameter space
As discussed above, six initial conditions plus an equation of state define a collision. But the assumptions of homogeneity and hydrostatic equilibrium mean that the masses and sizes of the colliding bodies are not independent. A convenient way to explore the parameter space then is to first select the equation of state used to represent the colliding bodies' composition, then choose a target radius in the range of interest followed by a projectile radius some fraction of the target's, then an impact angle. A series of hydrocode simulations is then run to find the impact velocity v that leads to f LB = 0 . 5 , starting with an initial guess and adjusting the impact velocity up or down as needed. We use this approach to identify, from 169 simulations, 38 critical disruption conditions corresponding to two choices of composition (ice and rock) for 4 target radii, 3-4 projectiles per-target, and 2-3 impact angles per projectile.
Note that different choices are also possible; for example fixing the impact velocity and varying m p ( Benz and Asphaug, 1999 ) or fixing the ratio γ = m p /M T and varying target and projectile size together. Each option offers some advantages but ultimately the values should cover the same region of parameter space. The main disadvantage of varying impact speed for a given projectile size is that for small targets and large projectiles disruption may happen at subsonic speed. Different physics might govern the coupling of energy to the target at supersonic and subsonic impacts and this may show as scatter in the critical disruption data.
Hydrocode simulations
We use the hydrocode Spheral ( Owen, 2010; 2014; Owen et al., 1998 ) , a Lagrangian SPH based shock physics code coupled with an oct-tree gravity algorithm. We run the code in fluid mode, disabling elastic strength and damage calculations. For an equation of state we implemented the Tillotson EOS ( Melosh, 1989; Tillotson, 1962 ) with parameters for basalt and water ice taken from Benz and Asphaug (1999 , Table 2 ).
We set the simulation to start at the moment of impact. This saves up considerable computation time but does not allow for tidal forces acting in the hours before impact. For targets in the size range of interest this is not expected to be a significant effect. However, in the upper end of our size range giving the target a constant density at the start of the simulation will result in local velocities that are due to the layers collapsing or expanding to hydrostatic equilibrium and these velocities can be significant. To resolve this we start the simulation with the target and projectile given the pressure profile
where p is the pressure at radial distance r, ρ 0 is the reference density of the equation of state (at zero internal energy), G is the gravitation constant, and a is R T or r p as appropriate. This pressure profile is then inverted (numerically) to yield a density profile that can be used for initial placement of the SPH nodes 1 . Most of our targets consist of ∼50, 0 0 0 nodes and the number of nodes in the projectile is chosen to match the mass-pernode with that of the target's, typically resulting in a few thousand nodes in the projectile. Higher resolution is possible but we chose to complete more runs in less time and use higher resolution ( ∼20 0, 0 0 0 nodes) periodically as validation. (Resolution issues are discussed further in Section 5.2 .) We place the nodes initially in Hexagonal Close Packing arrangement trimmed to a sphere by removing nodes outside a given radius. This arrangement guarantees equal distance between the 12 immediate neighbors of each node and avoids possible artificial singularities that can result from a rectangular grid.
In Spheral the smoothing length h for each node is modified every time step by measuring distortions in the local node spacing ( Owen, 2010 ) and is not expected to contain a constant number of nodes. We therefore limit the maximum smoothing length, h max , to avoid situations where escaping nodes expand their smoothing length to encompass the entire simulation space. Typically h max is a few times the initial node separation. For consistency, we then need to set a lower limit on node density: ρ min = m i /h 3 max where m i is the characteristic node mass.
We run a collision to a few gravity times, t grav = 1 / Gρ 0 , post impact. Immediately following impact the time steps are limited by a sound speed criterion. In later stages it is the acceleration due to gravity that limits the time step. We use a fraction of t acc = L/a max where L is a length scale of the system and a max is the largest instantaneous acceleration of an SPH node.
Largest gravitationally bound mass
We are interested in collisions that lead to f LB = 0 . 5 and so we need a way to estimate f LB . Strictly speaking the definition of M LB requires that we integrate a collision to long times, first with the hydrocode until pressure drops to zero in the ejected mass and then with an n-body integrator until all mass has either collapsed into clumps or escaped to infinity (e.g Michel et al., 2002; Durda et al., 2004; Leinhardt and Stewart, 2009 ) . This is possible but computationally expensive and the correct mapping from the continuous hydrocode to the discrete n -body code is not obvious. Instead, we run two predictive algorithms that estimate M LB directly from the instantaneous velocity field established shortly after impact.
The first algorithm follows the procedure suggested in Jutzi et al. (2010) for the same purpose. We compute the gravitational potential at the location of each node due to all other nodes and identify the node with lowest (most negative) potential. This is the node that is, in a sense, deepest "inside" the mass distribution. The velocity of this node is used to define a moving reference frame and in this reference frame we locate all nodes with positive mechanical energy. These nodes are discarded and the entire procedure is repeated. The iterative algorithm terminates when a cycle completes with no nodes discarded. Convergence is usually achieved in 5-10 cycles. What remains is a mass distribution that is expected to remain bound except perhaps in some pathological cases. This is a top-down algorithm as it whittles down the list of bound nodes from an initial list containing all nodes. Jutzi et al. (2010) find that the predictions of this algorithm agree with runs carried out to much longer times to within 3-5%.
The second algorithm also starts by identifying the node with lowest potential energy and using its velocity to define a moving reference frame. The position of the seed node is denoted R c , the velocity of the node is V c , and the mass of the seed node is denoted M c . In this reference frame we look for all the nodes with
where r i and v i are the position and velocity of the i th node. Then R c , V c , and M c are redefined to be the center of mass position, velocity, and total mass of this list of nodes. The previous step is repeated with the new values, and the algorithm terminates when a cycle completes with no change to the value of these variables. What remains is a mass distribution that is very likely bound except perhaps in pathological cases. This algorithm is bottom-up , building a list of bound nodes starting from a single node. Predictions of f LB by the two above algorithms usually converge within two gravitation times post impact and agree to about 5% or better after that. For consistency, reported f LB values in the following always refer to the average of the values reported by the two above algorithms at t = 2 t grav . (This is ∼8070s post impact for ice targets and ∼4700s for basalt targets.)
Results
In Table 1 we give initial conditions for 38 collisions that result in critically catastrophic disruption. For each set of target and projectile sizes, and for each of two choices of composition (reflected in the bulk density and the parameters for the equations of state) and 2-3 choices of impact angle, several runs were needed to identify an impact speed v that leads to f LB ≈ 0.5 (usually 0.49 ≤ f LB ≤ 0.51). The critical value v * is then obtained by solving
The assumption implicit in (5) , that near the disruption threshold f LB is linear with v 2 , is justified after the fact (see also Section 3.3 ).
A complete listing of all simulation results is given in the Supplementary Material online. Note that radii given for the target and projectile are the uncompressed values. The values after adjustment to hydrostatic equilibrium will be slightly less. Note also that due to finite resolution the masses of the colliding bodies are not exactly equal to the reference density multiplied by the volume of a sphere.
The values in Table 1 can be used to explore predictive scaling laws for catastrophic disruption. In the next section we show a reduction of the data to the total system kinetic energy and Table 1 Summary of collisions found to result in critically catastrophic disruption. gravitational binding energy that suggests a direct linear relation. We then compare the same data against different possible reductions.
A scaling law for critically catastrophic disruption
The conditions identifying a critically catastrophic collision involve six variables 2 . To make sense of the data and to enable predicting the outcome of collision with different initial conditions we would like to reduce the available data to a relationship between fewer variables, derived from the original six.
The choice of the derived variables is not obvious. Certainly the kinetic energy of the projectile is an obvious guess and indeed was often implicitly assumed to be the sole measure of the impact. The momentum of the projectile is another possible measure. Housen and Holsapple (1990) examine these assumptions and argue that the correct measure of the projectile is neither energy nor momentum, at least for impacts between strength-dominated bodies where experimental data is available. For our simulation data, experimenting with several options we find that the best measure of the impact is the kinetic energy of the system, in the center of mass frame, and that this measure should be compared with the system's gravitational binding energy to determine the outcome of the collision. This is similar to the assumption made in Davis et al. (1979 Davis et al. ( , 1985 but we get a better fit to data from comparable size collisions when we consider the kinetic and gravitational energy of the system rather than those of the projectile and target, respectively. 
Head-on impacts
the kinetic energy of impact in the center of mass frame, against the variable
the system's gravitational binding energy at the moment of impact.
We indicate γ = m p /M T with color; the values of γ correspond to a projectile-to-target size ratio of between 1 and 0.2. Filled symbols indicate basalt bodies and empty symbols indicate ice bodies. All data seem to fall near a straight line in log scale, suggesting a simple power law relation. In fact the slope of the best-fit line is close to one, suggesting an even simpler, linear relation: with almost all points falling between the lines with c = (5 . 5 ± 2 . 9) . A power law with a somewhat shallower slope fits these particular data slightly better (in a least-squares sense) but the linear relation is more physically justified.
Oblique impacts
For the same target and projectile an oblique impact ( θ > 0) requires higher speed to reach catastrophic disruption and in general higher θ requires higher v . Part of the reason, for collisions between similar sized bodies, is a geometric effect ( Asphaug, 2010; Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012 ) . A fraction of the projectile "misses" the target and some fraction of momentum and kinetic energy is not deposited in the target during the collision. Using a simple, idealized geometric model that assumes the bodies are not deformed and the trajectory of the projectile does not change during impact Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) give an estimate of the fraction of projectile mass expected to be involved in the collision. If
is the fraction of m p that is in the volume of the impactor that will overlap with the target if the impactor's trajectory is unchanged.
We therefore call αm p the interacting mass .
The interacting mass can be used to provide a zero-order correction when comparing K * for different impact geometries. If only a fraction α of the projectile mass is interacting in the collision then the available kinetic energy is
(Note that this factor is somewhat different from the one suggested in Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) ; a derivation is given in Appendix A .) The critical disruption value corrected for this geometric effect is denoted K * α . Fig. 2 plots critical disruption energies for impacts at θ = 30 • and θ = 45 • normalized by the value for the corresponding head-on impact. As can be seen, the correction (10) accounts for much, but not all of the extra energy required. There is no shortage of possible avenues for the kinetic energy of impact to go into when the impact angle increases and we plan a thorough study of the angle dependence of critical disruption energy in future work. From the data available so far it looks as if, all else being equal, a catastrophic collision at θ = 30 • requires a factor of ∼2 as much energy as a head-on collision, and a collision at θ = 45 • requires a factor of ∼3 to 4 more energy. These estimates are for the corrected energy, based on the interacting mass fraction.
It is important to remember that the simulation data plotted in Fig. 2 are from non-grazing impacts. Grazing impacts are common ( Asphaug, 2010 ) and their outcomes are less simple, transitioning abruptly from merging to hit-and-run with increasing impact speed.
Near-catastrophic collisions
We have defined a collision as critically catastrophic when
. This definition is merely a convenient reference; no sharp transition between qualitatively different outcomes is implied. Impact conditions that are close to the critical disruption threshold simply result in more or less mass remaining bound. We can be a little more precise by looking at how M LB changes with v . A fortunate consequence of the procedure used to obtain our catastrophic disruption data is that we have several values of M LB from near catastrophic impact simulations for each row of Table 1 , differing only in impact speed. Fig. 3 plots M LB from all 144 non-grazing impact simulations as a function of impact speed v normalized by the critical value v * for an impact with the same geometry and mass that led to f LB = 0 . 5 . It is not surprising that f LB is approximately linear with ( v / v * ) 2 when v ≈ v * and this relation can be used in, for example, planetary accretion models incorporating fragmentation (e.g. Chambers, 2013; Levison et al., 2015 ) . The usefulness of this relation should not be overstressed however. The relation only holds for v ≈ v * and as the exact value of v * is not known we cannot hope to predict M LB very precisely for a given collision. The best we can say with confidence is that if K K * we expect the outcome to be supercatastrophic ( M LB ≈ 0) while if K K * we expect the outcome to be moderate erosion or accretion.
Comparison with previous work
As mentioned in the introduction, numerical studies of collisions in the 100-1000 km range are missing but theoretical and numerical studies of collisions between gravitationally dominated bodies in general exist. In this section we compare our results to previously derived scaling laws. Davis et al. (1985) derive an algorithm for the outcome of collision between gravitationally dominated bodies in order to study the collisional evolution of asteroid families. Their algorithm consists of several assumptions. First, they assume that the target body has a material-dependent impact strength that is a function of size. The impact strength is defined as the energy density required to shatter the target into fragments the largest of which contains half the initial target mass. Davis et al. (1985) propose that this impact strength consists of two terms. The first is the target material's tensile strength and the second, which becomes dominant for bodies larger than 10-100 m in radius, is due to the overburden pressure averaged over the target's radius.
Davis et al. (1985)
The second assumption is that the fragment velocity distribution is a power law and that disruption occurs when fragments with velocities greater than the target's escape velocity (presumably at the initial target radius) add up to greater than half the a b initial target mass. The slope of the velocity distribution is estimated from experimental data and the distribution is normalized with the assumption that some constant fraction of the impact kinetic energy is transferred to kinetic energy of fragments.
The dominant term in the target's impact strength, the term derived from the overburden pressure, increases with the square of the target size, just as the gravitational binding energy. Noting this ( Davis et al., 1985 , Fig. 7 ) compare, as we do, the collisional energy required for disruption with the gravitational binding energy. But as their algorithm contains several parameters that must be either guessed or extrapolated from experiment (over many orders of magnitude) they cannot get tight constraints for the critical disruption energy; putting the value between 8 and 80 times the gravitational binding energy. Compare this with the value of 5.5 found in Section 3.1 .
Note also that Davis et al. compare the kinetic energy of the projectile to the gravitational binding energy of the target, while we compare the kinetic and gravitational energy of the system ( Fig. 1 ) . For m p M T this is of little consequence but for m p ≈ M T the distinction is important.
Benz and Asphaug (1999)
Benz and Asphaug (1999 , hereafter, BA99) describe a scaling law for the conditions for catastrophic disruption derived from a suite of simulations generally similar to the ones carried out in this work but for targets with 1cm ≤ R T ≤ 100km. There are several differences in the details however that should be noted. First, because of the size range of interest the code used in BA99 included explicit treatment of elastic strength and fracture. Second, for practical reasons the code used in BA99 did not include self gravity in the dynamical simulations, although a strengthening due to gravity is accounted for in a way similar to that described in Davis et al. (1985) (see also Asphaug and Melosh, 1993 ) . Third, the impact velocity was kept constant at two chosen values for each of the two material types (basalt and ice with Tillotson's equation of state, same as here) and m p was varied instead. Last, simulations were not carried out at or close to the exact conditions for catastrophic disruption. Instead three values of m p were used for each target (and for each of several values of θ ) producing three values of M LB . A parabolic fit was then used to predict the projectile kinetic (in the target frame) energy that would lead to M LB /M T = 0 . 5 .
From the simulation data BA99 derive a scaling law based on the variable
the kinetic energy of the projectile, in the target frame and normalized by the target mass. Measuring collision outcomes in term of the specific energy, Q , is common in theories of collisional fragmentation. The reason for this is that if γ 1, and if all simulations or experiments are carried out at the same velocity (varying m p to find the catastrophic threshold for each M T ), and if the density of the colliding bodies was also kept constant, then Q * D (R T ) is expected to follow a power law ( Housen and Holsapple, 1990 ) . Fig. 4 shows the same data as Fig. 1 but plotting the variable Q * D against R T . Also shown for comparison are data from BA99. Fig. 4 shows that Q * D (R T ) indeed follows a power law but only for γ 1, as expected. Impacts with γ > 0.5 begin to deviate significantly from this power law. A second weakness of this approach is that it leads to a different power law for each material. While this seems natural and perhaps unavoidable for strength-dominated collisions, in gravity dominated collisions the major property distinguishing one material from another is density, indirectly, through gravity. This is why a scaling law based on gravitational binding energy can be applied without reference to a specific material.
Leinhardt and Stewart (2012)
Leinhardt and Stewart (2012 , hereafter LS12) derive a different scaling law based on a different reduction of catastrophic collision data. The data used is a compilation of simulation results from studies spanning a wide range of target sizes (although none in the 100-1000 km range) and impact velocities, as well as from a suite of new particle-code simulations of low velocity impacts into rubble-pile targets with R T = 10 km . The sources of the compiled data are listed in Table 3 of LS12.
The main idea behind the LS12 formalism is that with a different choice of variables all the data in Fig. 4 can be made to follow a single power law. First, LS12 point out that the kinetic energy of interest is really that of the collision viewed in the center-of-mass frame, and further that it should be normalized by the total colliding mass. They therefore suggest the variable
(We make the same choice, up to normalization, in Eq. (6) ). In addition, they suggest that scaling Q * RD using a variable with units of length that measures the total colliding mass, instead of R T , will remove the degeneracy evident in Fig. 4 (several values of Q * D for each value of R T ) by taking into account theprojectile size and the different bulk densities of targets with different compositions. The variable they recommend is
When this is done the data indeed squeeze closer together and appear to follow a single power law ( Fig. 5 a) , but with a lot of scatter.
The variables Q * RD and R C1 were first suggested in Stewart and Leinhardt (2009) . LS12 go a step further and derive a correction factor meant to account for different projectile-to-target mass ratios by converting the value of Q * RD found for a given value of γ to an equivalent value, Q * RD ,γ =1
, the critical disruption energy for a collision where the same total mass is distributed equally between target and projectile. The correction factor is (LS12 Eq. (23))
where μ is the exponent in the coupling parameter ( Housen and Holsapple, 1990 ) 
assumed to be the sole measure of the projectile. Eq. 14 follows from the assumption that Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) which is an extension of a power law,
derived from dimensional analysis ( Housen and Holsapple, 1990 , see also a simplified derivation in Appendix B ) to the new variables R C1 and Q * RD . However the use of these new variables violates the assumption that the coupling parameter is the only measure of the impact and so Eq. (14) does not necessarily hold for all values of γ . Note that Eq. (14) is quite sensitive to the exact value of μ and so a value that appears to closely match simulation data for some projectile-to-target ratios can be a bad predictor of disruption conditions for other ratios.
Section 4.5 below illustrates the quantitative difference between predictions made with the different scaling laws with an example. A more systematic comparison with the scaling law of LS12 using available data is given in the Supplementary Material online. Marcus et al. (2009) ran a series of SPH simulations of collisional disruption of super-Earth targets. They used hydrostatic targets and projectiles with iron cores and rocky mantles, target masses 1, 5, and 10M , and projectile masses 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 the target mass for each target. They report catastrophic disruption thresholds as values of Q * RD plotted against R C1 , and their values are in good agreement with those found in LS12 for smaller targets. We can convert, approximately, the Q * RD and R C1 values of Marcus et al. (2009) to K * and U pairs and find K * ≈ 2 U . The conversion is approximate because we do not know the precise radii of the targets and projectiles used in Marcus et al. (2009) . The approximate values of K * / U are slightly lower than the lowest values we find in our simulations. This may indicate a real difference in the critical disruption energy of differentiated targets versus that of equivalent homogeneous targets -the work required to remove the outermost 50% of a target with a higher-density core is a smaller fraction of the total gravitational binding energy than the corresponding fraction when the same mass is removed from a homogeneous target. However the difference is small enough that it can also be explained by approximation error or by difference in the methodology.
Marcus et al. (2009)

Example
We illustrate the differences between existing scaling laws with the following example. Consider Mimas, the innermost of the major Saturnian m oons. Let R T = 196 km and M T = 3 . 8 × 10 19 kg . If the a b Table 3 ). BA99 deal with oblique impacts by averaging the values of Q * D obtained for different impact angles, weighted by the probability distribution of θ for isotropic (at infinity) incoming projectiles, and so the projectiles radius we will obtain should be interpreted as the expected size in a statistical sense. But as the impact angle distribution peaks at θ = 45 • the calculated disruption energy will be close to that of an impact at that angle. The BA99 scaling is material dependent but fortunately the low density of Mimas is probably comparable to that of a cometary impactor. We therefore use the BA99 scaling law with parameters for ice targets and take ρ = 1200 kg / m 3 . We find Q * D ≈ 2 . 2 × 10 5 J / kg and a projectile radius r p ≈ 18km. Next consider the scaling law of LS12 3 . Using the recommended values for the parameters and taking ρ = 1200 kg / m 3 we find that a projectile-to-target mass ratio γ = 0 . 0028 leads to f LB = 0 . 5 . The LS12 scaling law assumes a similar density of target and projectile and with this density the projectile radius is r p ≈ 28km. LS12 deal with oblique impacts using an interacting mass correction (different from Eq. (10) ) but for r p R T the interacting mass fraction α = 1 for almost any impact angle and the predicted r p for θ = 45 • is the same as that for a head-on impact. Finally, consider the scaling law proposed here. Expecting r p R T we neglect the last two terms in Eq. (7) and obtain U = 2 . 9 × 10 23 J . We take θ = 45 • , the most likely value, and calculate the kinetic energy for disruption from Eq. (8) and Fig. 2 : K * ≈ 3.5 × (2.6 to 8.4) U . We get 2.7 × 10 24 J ࣠ K * ࣠ 8.7 × 10 24 J. Our scaling makes no assumptions on projectile density and we are free to choose it how we want. For comparison with the above calculations we use again ρ = 1200 kg / m 3 to find r p ≈ (15 ± 3)km.
The diverging predictions of existing scaling laws are significant. Although at first glance a factor of two in size does not seem so bad note that this is almost an order of magnitude difference in mass (and energy!). Moreover, size distributions of typical impactor populations (comets or asteroids) are often steep-sloped power laws (e.g. Charnoz et al., 2009 ) and r p ≈ 10km projectiles may be much more abundant than r p ≈ 30km ones. If the impact speed is allowed to change the predictions diverge even more, and similarly when oblique impacts between comparable sized bodies are considered.
We note that all three scaling laws used above were derived based on simulations at relatively low velocities and the results are therefore extrapolated to higher velocity collisions. However our data are from targets in the 100-1000 km range so that we are interpolating rather than extrapolating at least in target radius.
Summary and discussion
The data in Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2 suggest the following simple procedure for determining the outcome of a (non-grazing) collision between gravity dominated bodies:
For m p M T this is approximately 0.5 m p v 2 .
For oblique collisions calculate also
Then
3. Calculate
For
4. For head-on impacts, the collision is catastrophic if K > K * . In our simulations K * is bounded by (5.5 ± 2.9) U . 5. Oblique (but non-grazing) impacts require higher energy for the catastrophic threshold. For θ = 30 • the collision is catastrophic if K α ࣡ 2 K * and for θ = 45 • the collision is catastrophic if K α ࣡ 3.5 K * . For other impact angles the best we can recommend based on available data is to use angle bins. For example, we can use the nominal K * if θ < 30 °, use 2 K * if 30 °≤ θ < 45 °, and use 3.5 K * if 45 °< θ < grazing. More data will allow for finer binning, or even reveal a general angle dependence.
6. Grazing collisions, with sin θ R T / (R T + r p ) , are more likely to lead to a hit-and-run outcome and are not usually catastrophic unless the speed of impact is very high. Note however that this does not mean that the target and/or projectile are not significantly affected by the impact. It simply means that M LB ≈ M T .
Note that even though the above scaling was derived from simulations with the target and impactor of the same composition, the resulting criterion does not depend on this assumption. As a partial test of our scaling we ran 53 additional impact simulations with basalt impactors and ice targets, using the same methodology and the same projectile-to-target size ratios. Of course this results in very different mass ratios, with the projectile mass often comparable to, or even exceeding the target's. The results are included in the Supplementary Material online. Nothing in Eqs. (20) or (21) depends on the target being more massive than the projectile or on both bodies being of similar density. In all cases with mixed composition 2 < K * / U < 7, in agreement with the values derived before and with no significant change to the nominal value.
Implications
We have shown in Section 4.5 that the above procedure can predict outcomes significantly different from those predicted using existing scaling laws ( Benz and Asphaug, 1999; Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012 ) when applied to collisions in the 100-1000 km size range. In particular, our predictions diverge from those of Benz and Asphaug (1999) when γ ࣡ 0.1 and from those of Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) when γ ࣠ 0.01. Additionally, our new scaling offers the advantage of being material independent and allowing for different densities for target and projectile.
Predictions of the threshold for collisional disruption have applications in many areas of planetary science but are especially important in post-formation evolution of asteroids and small to mid-sized satellites. For example, Morbidelli et al. (2009) investigate collisional grinding in the asteroid belt in an attempt to connect the present day size frequency distribution with the primordial one -a connection with important implications to models of planetesimal growth. The authors use the scaling law of Benz and Asphaug (1999) for basalt targets and find that reproducing the present day observed size distribution requires the primordial belt to be mostly populated by big (greater than 100km diameter) bodies. They also test their results with a reduced disruption threshold and find a worse fit to observational constraints, with the same initial conditions. It is not easy to guess how using the new scaling presented here would change the predicted primordial size distribution; we only note here that our scaling is consistent with a reduced threshold for disruption compared with BA99 values, especially for 100 km and larger targets.
A second area where a change in disruption threshold may have important implications is the question of a Late Heavy Bombardment in the outer Solar System. For example, Charnoz et al. (2009) investigate a scenario for formation of Saturn's rings by disruption of a primordial satellite, relying on the scaling law of BA99. Nimmo and Korycansky (2012) and Movshovitz et al. (2015) calculate the probability of catastrophic disruption of the satellites of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus during the LHB, also employing a scaling law similar to that of BA99 for ice targets. Using instead the scaling law suggested here would make these satellites generally more susceptible to disruption. The one caveat is that Movshovitz et al. (2015) account for oblique impacts using the interacting mass correction (as in Eq. (10) ) but without the additional factor we find here ( Fig. 2 ) and so may have overestimated the destructive power of impactors that are both very oblique and very small. However it is unlikely that enough of the LHB-delivered mass can reside in these very small, very oblique impactors to significantly reduce the probability of disruption as calculated in Movshovitz et al. (2015) .
The Kuiper belt may have some collisional grinding as well, although typical impact speeds are somewhat lower than in the main belt. Recently, Greenstreet et al. (2015) estimate impact rates onto Pluto, Charon, and the system's four smaller m oons, Styx, Nyx, Kerberos, and Hydra. They use these impact rates to estimate a disruption timescale for the four smaller m oons and find that there is only a small probability the these m oons had experienced a catastrophic disruption since formation. For threshold disruption energy they use the scaling law of LS12 which in this case is in general agreement with that of BA99. For example, for the satellites Nix and Hydra, assuming a diameter of 45km and v = 1 . 5 km / s , they use a disruption threshold of Q * RD = 7 × 10 3 J / kg to derive a minimum projectile radius of 4km for collisional disruption. Our scaling law predicts that a projectile half that size would suffice (1.3 ≤ r p ≤ 2.9km). Note however that these small targets are near the lower bound for gravity-dominated bodies and their elastic strength may play an important role in such impacts.
Future work
Our treatment of oblique impacts was only preliminary. In future work we intend to investigate the impact angle dependence of K * α and provide special treatment of grazing impacts. It is also important to emphasize again that the data and scaling presented here apply only to gravity-dominated collisions. We have not attempted to detect the boundary between strength and gravity regimes here. Previous research had put this boundary somewhere between 3 and 30 km radius, with elastic strength possibly playing a role in collisions with targets as large as 100 km radius ( Jutzi et al., 2010 , Fig. 6 ), the lower end of the size range considered here. More simulations will be needed to determine how far down the size range can gravity scaling be used. In principle the same procedure used here can be continued with decreasing values of R T but SPH simulations of small, gravity-dominated bodies become increasingly difficult. The difficulty begins with the fact that the SPH formalism works best when all SPH nodes (sometimes called particles) have similar masses. To find the disruption threshold of small targets at high (ideally supersonic) v we must use much smaller projectiles, such that γ 1. Therefore we are forced to use a very large number of nodes in the target in order to keep the massper-node roughly equal between the target and projectile. To make matters worse, the high spatial resolution in the target forces much smaller time steps to be taken, but the gravity time scale and therefore simulation end time are unchanged. These effects conspire to make simulations of disruption of R T ≤ 100km bodies particularly time consuming, explaining also why we have fewer data points at the lower end of our size range.
Our SPH simulations employed ∼5 × 10 4 SPH nodes with several runs made with ∼2 × 10 5 nodes as a check. The higher resolutions runs typically result in lower values of K * by about 10 per cent. While this is not a huge error, it suggests that resolution convergence was not yet achieved. Recently, Genda et al. (2015) studied the resolution dependence of disruption energy threshold derived from SPH simulations and find a similar trend up to at least 5 × 10 6 SPH particles. While repeating a large suite of SPH runs with this many nodes will be very time consuming it would be helpful to gather future data with higher resolution. Note however that the results of Genda et al. (2015) suggest that the maximum difference between the energy values obtained in our low resolution runs and the values expected after resolution convergence is about a factor of two. This factor may be included in conservative estimates of K * . Additionally, as the error due to low resolution appears to be a consistent bias, we expect the simple scaling of K * ( U ) to remain valid.
All of the targets and projectiles simulated for this work had been non-rotating. There is no doubt that pre-impact rotation state can have a significant effect on the collision outcome (e.g. Canup, 20 08; Leinhardt et al., 20 0 0; Agnor et al., 1999; Ballouz et al., 2015 ) . Specifically, rotating targets are found to be easier to disrupt. If disruption energy is indeed simply related to binding energy then it may be possible to account for pre-impact rotation by considering the reduced gravitational potential, but direct simulations will be needed to confirm this.
Further, while our targets and projectiles are likely inside the so-called gravity regime, allowing us to ignore elastic strength, a material property that can potentially have a significant effect on impact disruption is the target's porosity. Targets at the lower end of our size range may retain a shallow porous surface layer (e.g Besserer et al., 2013 , find a 10-15 km porous layer on Enceladus) which may absorb a fraction of the impact energy by compaction. The effect, however, is likely to be small. For example, Jutzi et al. (2010 , Fig. 6 ) find about a factor of two increase in specific impact energy threshold for 100 km targets made of pumice compared with basalt targets. Nevertheless, if porosity absorbs a known fraction of impact energy then a modified energy scaling should still hold. Direct simulation of porous targets will be needed to confirm this.
Finally, our targets and projectiles were homogeneous, hydrostatic bodies. The possibility of a systematic difference in disruption energy for homogeneous versus differentiated targets will be interesting to explore. Again, it may be possible to account for the degree of differentiation with the corresponding increase in gravitational binding energy. If, for example, half the target's mass is in a higher-density core, the amount of work required to remove the outer half residing in the lower density mantle will be somewhat higher than the work required to remove the outer 50% of a homogeneous target's mass. However it will be a somewhat smaller fraction of the total gravitational binding energy of the target, as the results of Marcus et al. (2009) suggest. We may therefore hypothesize that a relation similar to Eq. (8) may still be found, but with a definition of U that accounts for the density profile of the colliding bodies. This hypothesis will need to be verified with direct simulations.
scale of the impact itself. This assumption leads to the definition of the coupling parameter C = m p v ˜ μ , (B.1) where 1 ≤˜ μ ≤ 2 . ( Housen and Holsapple (1990) use a more general definition that allows the radius and density of the projectile to enter the coupling parameter in a combination that is not necessarily the mass of the projectile. They therefore have a second undetermined power index for the projectile's density, which is carried throughout the analysis only to be set at the end to the value that makes the combination of size and density be, in fact, just the mass. Assuming from the start that it the mass of the projectile that controls its "heavyness" rather than its size and density to some unknown power is what simplifies the following greatly.)
The mass of the largest post-collision bound fragment, M LB , is an unknown function of the following:
where G is the universal constant of gravity. The pi theorem says there should be a relationship between two dimensionless parameters made from these variables. We can choose: The only thing to note is that since we started with a slightly different coupling parameter our power index ˜ μ is different from their power index μ, but of course actual powers of R T and v are the same. (The relationship is ˜ μ = 3 μ.)
Note that the dimensional analysis relies on the fact that m p and v cannot appear in equations except in the combination C . The fundamental result is Eq. (B.5) not Eq. (B.6) or (B.7) . We can rearrange Eq. (B.5) using different variables but we cannot expect the same scaling law to hold between other variables like Q * RD and R C1 . We also have no reason to expect the coupling parameter assumption to hold when the projectile is comparable in size and mass to the target. For example, in the gravity regime the gravitational potential of the projectile is surely important in determining the outcome of the collision. So the projectile mass and radius have an effect on the outcome that is not coupled to the impact speed at all. The interacting mass fraction is another variable that depends on projectile size but not its velocity. And of course there could be other factors.
